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Extending and Testing SAP Fiori Apps
This document explains the steps required to extend an SAP Fiori app.
Note: This document focuses on extending the UI for transactional apps and for
analytical apps that use HANA Live and XS Odata.
To see the general SAP Fiori Extensibility documentation, see the Help Portal at help.sap.com.
The SAP Fiori Toolkit provides templates for creating SAP Fiori apps and automated extensibility
options. For more information see http://scn.sap.com/docs/DOC-50112 .
SAP Fiori app extensibility or creation involves the following phases.
Phase

Description

1

Setting up the UI developer environment
a. Eclipse installation
b. SAP NetWeaver Gateway Productivity Accelerator (GWPA)
c. UI Development Toolkit for HTML5
d. Fiori Toolkit
e. Configuration
See {link once available}

2

Creating a new application and testing it. See http://scn.sap.com/docs/DOC-50112.

3

Extending the original application and testing it.

This document covers extending the original app and testing it.

1 Target Audience
This document is targeted at UI developers. Some experience of working in Eclipse and in ABAP
is required.

2 Extensibility: Downloading an SAP Fiori App
If you want to extend a Fiori app – rather than create a new one from scratch – you need to
download an app first. Then you test the app on your local server.
Make sure the ABAP team provider is setup before continuing. You can do this using Eclipse. For
more information, see https://tools.hana.ondemand.com/#abap.
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2.1 Download SAP-original UI5 App from ABAP
Repository using SAPUI5 ABAP Repository Team
Provider
You can download the original app in five steps. They are as follows:
Step

Description

1

Create a new UI5 Application Project in Eclipse

2

Share the project using the ABAP Repository Team Provider

3

Download all files from the ABAP Repository

4

Select files and folders to move to the WebContent folder

5

Unshare the project from the ABAP Repository

Step 1: Create a new UI5 Application Project in Eclipse
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Step 2: Share the project using the ABAP Repository Team Provider
1.
2.
3.
4.

Choose Team  Share Project on the project root node.
Enter the system connection. (Prerequisite: connection entry exists in SAP Logon Pad)
Select BSP application from the list.
Choose Finish.

Step 3: Download all files from the ABAP Repository
1. Select the project root node and choose Team  Retrieve from the context menu.
2. Choose Finish.
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Step 4: Select files to move to the Web Content folder
From all the content downloaded from the ABAP Repository, select all visible files and folders,
except the build folder, and move them to the WebContent folder.
Note: Do not move the build folder, nor any files beginning with “.”. However, these files
are hidden by default, so you should not move them accidentally.

Step 5: Unshare the project from the ABAP Repository
In order to avoid unwanted modifications to the original application, unshare the project from
the ABAP Repository by choosing Team  Unshare Project on the context menu of the project
root node.
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3 Extending the SAP Fiori App
The first step is to create new extension project in Eclipse. Select File  New  Other 
Application Project for SAP UI5.
Add a project name, specify the location, select the Mobile check box, and clear the Create an
Initial View checkbox.

Now you create a view, model, and ‘i18n’ folder. Then create a Component.js file in the
WebContent folder.
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3.1 Setting up Component.js
The Component.js file extends the SAP-delivered standard application component as shown
below. You can copy this code and change it where necessary, thereby applying it to the app you
want to extend. You can find the component name in the Component.dbg.js file of the SAPdelivered app.
Example
Here is an example showing the component name in the file.
Note In Eclipse, the BSP application name/project name of the SAP-delivered standard
application is ZF2UIAPPREF002.
jQuery.sap.declare("i2d.qm.qualityissue.confirm.apprefExt.Component");
// use the load function for getting the optimized preload file if present
sap.ui.component.load({
name: " i2d.qm.qualityissue.confirm.appref",
url: jQuery.sap.getModulePath("i2d.qm.qualityissue.confirm.apprefExt") +
"/../ZF2UIAPPREF002"
// we use a URL relative to our own component; might be different if
// extension app is deployed with customer namespace
});
i2d.qm.qualityissue.confirm.appref.Component.extend("i2d.qm.qualityissue.confirm.apprefExt.
Component",
{
metadata:{
/*meta data details like configuration, customizing, and routing data*/
}
});

Note The namespace for the custom application might differ from the standard SAP application.
You may need to adjust this path before uploading the custom application to the ABAP system.
Note Ensure that the project name of the standard SAP application should be the same as the
BSP application service name on the server.
The SAP UI5 demo kit shows how to add more extensibility options.

4 Testing the Extended Application on the Local
Tomcat Sandbox
Once you have the Tomcat server set up, you can test the new application locally.
See chapter 1.14.6.1 Local Sandbox Environment for the Launchpad in the Developer Guide for UI
Addon at http://help.sap.com/nw-uiaddon#section3  Developer’s Guide.
Uploading the New Application to the SAPUI5 Repository
For information on how to upload the new application to the SAPUI5 Repository, see the section
Sharing the SAPUI5 Application Project with the SAPUI5 Repository in the Developer Guide for UI,
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chapter 1.1.3.18.1, Using Eclipse to Synchronize, at http://help.sap.com/nw-uiaddon#section3 
Developer’s Guide.
Note: The SAP ABAP Server requires windows-only line delimiters. If the app was created
on a Mac, make sure the line delimiters are windows ones. You can do this in Eclipse by
choosing File  Convert Line Delimiters To…
Once the extended app has been uploaded to the SAP system, it can be tested.
On the Fiori launchpad sandbox, configure both the standard application and the extended
application so that you can run both the applications from the Fiori launchpad sandbox.

5 Testing the Application on the ABAP System
The next step is to test integration in the shell. You need to release the transport request and
then test it on the ABAP system.
For information on how to do this, see chapter 1.1.1.5, Test Your SAPUI5 Application on an ABAP
Server in the UI AddOn Developer Guide for User Interface Add-On at http://help.sap.com/nwuiaddon#section3  Developer’s Guide.

6 Configuring the Application on the Fiori
Launchpad
The final stage is to configure the app on the SAP Fiori Launchpad.
Note: This is often the task of the System Administrator rather than the developer.
For more information, see SAP Library for User Interface Add-On 1.0 for SAP NetWeaver on SAP
Help Portal at http://help.sap.com/nw-uiaddon. In SAP Library, choose Administration Guide 
Content Administration  SAP Fiori Launchpad  Setting Up the Launchpad and Launchpad
Designer.
You have to change the navigation targets, then create a semantic object.
For detailed steps on how to do this, see Customizing Navigation Targets and Creating Custom
Semantic Objects.
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